INTRODUCTION
============

With the presence of strain, a lattice perturbation away from the ground state, it is widely accepted that novel material phases with strain-induced new properties ([@R1]--[@R6]) and improvement of its intrinsic capabilities ([@R7]--[@R11]) can be obtained. Together with temperature and composition, the third component in a material phase diagram, strain (positive and negative pressure) has become an equally indispensable aspect for the engineering of material and thus ushering in the field of strain engineering. More fortunately, materials on smaller scales preserve a drastically increased elastic strain limit ([@R12]) that ensures a promising and applicable prospective of the field. Among various techniques of strain manipulation, chemical epitaxial strain has been most matured over the past years where it is possible to control the strain by carefully choosing the substrate and film combination ([@R13], [@R14]). However, the maximum thickness of the strained overlayer is severely limited by interface thermodynamics to several nanometers with \~1% strain ([@R15]), a value necessary for achieving real desirable property modification. A smart solution to this dilemma has been the creation of nanocomposite materials ([@R16]--[@R18]) where two similar but insoluble phases are grown on a third chemically similar substrate. The spinodal decomposition of the film during growth results in nanopillars with decreased scale and increased elastic limit, thus greatly augmenting the strained layer thickness to micrometer scale. However, in another perspective, the addition of a third component in nanocomposites further tightens the pairing requirement, and consequently, most nanocomposite materials consist only of oxides.

The effectiveness of strain engineering in either epitaxial films or nanocomposites via misfit strain largely relies on the structural and chemical similarity of the film and substrate (or matrix and pillar). An isostructural interface between film and substrate (or between matrix and pillar) is often needed to deliver more than \~1% elastic strain. However, recent advancements in several emerging heterogeneous materials system \[for example, FeSe/SrTiO~3~ ([@R19])\] show that strain engineering may be very demanded in the material ([@R20], [@R21]) that has a completely different chemistry and crystal symmetry/structure than the host material. In this scenario, how strain engineering should be implemented and how the target crystal responds to strain perturbations remain poorly understood.

Here, we propose a novel substrate composing of defect-engineered vertically aligned VO~2~ nanowire forest and a new heterogeneous interface VO~2~/soft crystals for the purpose of elastic strain engineering. On the one hand, the metal-insulator transition (MIT) of VO~2~ ensures an abrupt dynamical structural change ([@R22], [@R23]) that is expected to be translated to the strain-sensitive material on top. A heterogeneous interface between VO~2~ and soft crystal ([@R24]) halide perovskite \[an emerging optoelectronic material that may lead to versatile properties via strain engineering ([@R2], [@R25], [@R26])\] is developed to test the strain engineering concept in halide perovskite. On the other hand, the dense array of nanowires could produce a similar effect as the nanopillars in nanocomposites, which is possible for the realization of strain at bulk with more flexibility on material choice.

The realization of this substrate would prove challenging enough due to the complicated thermodynamics of vanadium-oxygen compounds. First, the low vapor pressure of transition metal vanadium almost rules out one of the most common growth strategies for aligned nanowires---the foreign metal-catalyzed vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) approach ([@R27], [@R28])---because it is fairly difficult to form an oversaturated eutectic liquid with the other metal catalyst of low vapor pressure (for the purpose of minimizing catalyst's unintentional doping effect on VO~2~) at moderate temperature. Second, a VO~2~ nanowire/micron beam itself poses much complexity because tiny environmental changes, that is, strain, temperature, and composition, will end up with a different phase transformation and therefore different structural change ([@R29]--[@R31]). Therefore, to fully realize the VO~2~ nanoforest substrate, a unique design and thorough understanding of the controllable growth process are urgently needed. To tackle this problem, in this work, by taking advantage of a stoichiometric defect, we report the growth of a vertically aligned M2-phase VO~2~ hybrid nanowire array that could potentially circumvent the pairing requirements for common nanocomposites and, at the same time, introduces the dynamic bulk strain by triggering the VO~2~ phase transformation. By controlling the growth temperature and oxygen vapor pressure, a dense array of VO~2~ nanowire arrays can be obtained by a template growth from V~2~O~5~ droplets. Revealed by Raman spectroscopy, the as-grown freestanding VO~2~ nanoforest stabilizes itself in the M2 phase as a result of the oxygen-rich template of V~2~O~5~, different from the commonly observed M1 phase. The M2-R phase transition renders a larger lattice contraction compared to the conventional M1-R trend and thus is more promising for effective strain engineering. Our findings also shed light on the third component besides temperature and strain that can modulate the phase of VO~2~ in a more facile manner.

As a second step for the demonstration of the effectiveness of strain engineering in a chemically and structurally dissimilar material from VO~2~, single-crystalline halide perovskite CsPbBr~3~ crystallite is deposited onto the VO~2~. As an emerging semiconductor material initially in photovoltaics ([@R32], [@R33]), halide perovskite has now attracted much attention in various other fields ([@R34]--[@R38]). New properties including ferroelectricity and topological insulators have been suggested under adequate strain ([@R2]). Here, we show that by using the VO~2~ substrate, it is possible to strain halide perovskite for as large as 1% dynamically to trigger a PbX~6~ octahedral tilting--associated phase transition of the perovskite itself with a modified electronic band structure, despite the existence of an incoherent heterogeneous interface. Our findings serve both as an experimental investigation of the strain engineering by VO~2~ and also, at the same time, as an illustration on the behavior of inorganic halide perovskite under significant nonhydrostatic pressure. It is believed that the successful strain engineering from this heterogeneous interface may significantly rely on the mechanical softness of halide perovskite crystals.

The design schematics of the VO~2~ nanowire hybrid material system are depicted explicitly in [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. Among most available substrates, sapphire (Al~2~O~3~) has been chosen as the appropriate candidate for the growth of aligned VO~2~ arrays due to the good chemical wetting and the flexible choice of the various miscut facets and crystallographic directions. The epitaxial growth of nanostructured multivalent vanadium oxide has been shown successful on the c-plane (0001) sapphire substrate ([@R39]), and it is generally accepted that similar growth on other miscut facets \[that is, a-plane ($11\overline{2}0$), m-plane ($10\overline{1}0$), and r-plane ($1\overline{1}02$)\] results in a freestanding strain-free VO~*X*~ compound. [Figure 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows the tilted view of a hexagonal prism of a sapphire crystal where the r-plane is intentionally placed horizontally. Other conventional facets (for example, the basal c-plane) can also be visualized easily on the prism. The idea of growing three-dimensional (3D) VO~2~ nanowire arrays stems from the already-established fact that in-plane VO~2~ nanowire with sixfold symmetry ([@R39]) can be easily obtained on the c-plane, as shown by the VO~2~ nanowire alignment indicated on the basal c-plane. Early research has also shown that the as-grown VO~2~ on the c-plane follows the $< 11\overline{2}0 >$ directions ([@R39]). As per the information above, we can reasonably deduce that if one of the three VO~2~ alignments on c-plane is translated onto the corresponding r-plane of sapphire, then it would then be possible to organize the VO~2~ arrays along a uniform direction in a 3D manner, which is not obtainable for the 2D growth condition on the basal c-plane. The choice of r-plane sapphire can also ensure that at high nucleation rate, a denser array would be formed, whereas the better chemical wetting on the c-plane could entail a uniform film that prohibits the formation of a hybrid material.

![Design schematics of strain engineering at heterogeneous interface via defect-engineered epitaxial strongly correlated oxide crystals.\
(**A**) Schematics showing the relative crystallographic orientation of the VO~2~ nanowire and the hexagonal prism of the sapphire crystal. The in-plane growth of the VO~2~ nanowires on the basal c-plane can be translated to the r-plane, which results in a uniform array of vertically aligned nanowires. (**B**) Schematics showing the VO~2~ hybrid material upon the MIT. The nanoforest would experience an abrupt contraction along the *c* axis at MIT, which can effectively strain the crystal on top (CsPbBr~3~ in this case). The crystallographic orientation and surface facets of the individual VO~2~ nanowire are also labeled. (**C**) A 3D phase diagram of VO~2~ including the change in temperature, strain, and composition. New phases, such as M2 and T, can be introduced by applying strain or slightly changing the stoichiometric ratio.](aar3679-F1){#F1}

[Figure 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"} further shows the idea of the VO~2~ hybrid material by a combination of the strongly correlated phase change material and the strain-sensitive optically active semiconductors and, in this case, the inorganic halide perovskite CsPbBr~3~. The dual-step formation of the VO~2~ hybrid could circumvent the rigid pairing requirement for most nanocomposite materials, and the enhanced elasticity of nanowires can facilitate the formation of epitaxy even with a larger lattice mismatch. Upon the phase transition of VO~2~, the coated semiconducting material will experience an abrupt compressive strain after the contraction of VO~2~ nanowire along the *c* axis, as shown by exaggeration in [Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. The high density of 3D VO~2~ arrays would then give rise to a significant strain value over a large volumetric area, far exceeding the conventional limit on the critical thickness of the strained layer. The crystallographic orientation and surface facets of the VO~2~ nanowires are also depicted exclusively in [Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, according to the previous study on the nanowire morphology ([@R40]).

After the reasoning above, the exact phase transition of VO~2~ would directly affect the strain exerted onto the coating layer, which is further discussed in the phase diagram of VO~2~ in [Fig. 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, adapted from previous reports investigating the possible ways to affect MIT ([@R31], [@R41], [@R42]). For VO~2~, temperature variation would trigger the MIT of VO~2~ from its pristine M1 phase in room temperature to a metallic rutile phase at elevated temperature. It is also well accepted that slight environmental perturbations, such as pressure and change in component, would result in a completely different phase transition pathway by introducing the new monoclinic M2 and triclinic T phases. MIT happening at different phase pathways would entail a different lattice constant change, although the change in terms of the electric conductivity is similar. To the best of our knowledge, a 3D phase diagram that takes into account the temperature, pressure, and component has yet to be constructed despite the recent successful attempts on the 2D phase diagrams including temperature and strain/component. Shown in [Fig. 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"} is the 3D phase diagram discussed above for VO~2~ with the intersection of the three axes being the pristine VO~2~ (without strain and perfect 1:2 ratio) at room temperature. For the strain part, the introduction of slight tensile strain would shift the VO~2~ into the M2 phase at room temperature and push the MIT temperature higher. A similar effect can also be achieved by introducing an excessive oxygen ratio that ends up with a M1-T-M2-R phase change pathway. The resultant change can also be visualized by the shift of the triple-phase junction point by a change in oxygen ratio while keeping VO~2~ unstrained (red dashed line). For the case of the freestanding strain-free VO~2~ arrays grown on the r-plane sapphire, the modulation on the phase transition by component would then be the question of interest and would be investigated further in the following section.

RESULTS
=======

Growth of epitaxial VO~2±δ~ nanoforest
--------------------------------------

The specific growth of 3D VO~2~ nanowire arrays is described in [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. The multivalent nature of vanadium gives rise to additional challenges for the growth of intermediate state of VO~2~ between the lower-temperature, oxygen-sufficient phase of V~2~O~5~ and higher-temperature, oxygen-deficient phase of V~2~O~3~. Meanwhile, the different crystal structure and lattice mismatch of different valent VO~*X*~ components on r-plane sapphire could complicate the growth further. To tackle the challenges mentioned above, we designed a two-step, self-templated growth of VO~2~ using V~2~O~5~ as precursor, as shown in [Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, with the rest of growth details with regard to the exact setup included in the Supplementary Materials. In general, the growth includes the (i) growth of V~2~O~5~ droplets as templates on the surface of r-plane sapphire and (ii) the growth of VO~2~ nanowire from the droplet into aligned nanowire arrays. For the first stage, a 20:80% oxygen/argon (volumetric ratio) carrier gas is maintained to create an oxygen-rich environment that prevents the formation of vanadium with reducing (+3 and +4) valence states. The much higher temperature (1163 K) than the melting point of V~2~O~5~ would, on the other hand, prohibit the large-scale growth of V~2~O~5~ but rather leaves the substrate with melted V~2~O~5~ droplets. At the second stage of the growth, the oxygen supply is abruptly cut off, and the growth temperature also slightly lowered to provide a larger supersaturation for the growth of VO~2~. During this stage, the presence of the V~2~O~5~ droplets would serve as a natural template for the VO~2~ growth as a result of more adatoms adsorbed and the continuing process of oxygen loss at high temperature because pure argon is now used as carrier gas. Furthermore, because of the very short growth time (\~5 min) for the second stage and the relatively low growth temperature compared to the melting temperature of V~2~O~3~, VO~*X*~ with a ratio very close to 1:2 can be maintained during the growth process. The scanning electron microscope (SEM) images as insets of [Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"} provide sound evidence for the proposed growth mechanism, where the images are taken with only the first stage of growth followed by a cut of oxygen supply and a quench of furnace temperature. The left inset of [Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows a large-scale presence of black dots on the substrate surface that belongs to the remains of V~2~O~5~ droplets. At some locations of the substrate (middle and right inset), limited number of VO~2~ nanowires can be seen grown from the droplet, showing the evidence of the template growth. The clean surface of the substrate other than the circular black dots also supports the proposed idea that an oxygen-rich atmosphere can effectively suppress the formation of VO~2~ and V~2~O~3~. As the second stage of the designated process steps in, a marked change of growth result can be achieved, as shown in [Fig. 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. After \~5 min of VO~2~ growth, uniform arrays of VO~2~ with large coverage can be observed. The nanowires are tilted about 33° away from the normal of the substrate through measurement during the SEM characterization. The tilting angle coincides with the angle difference of the c- and r-plane, which supports the design in [Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. The inset of [Fig. 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows the SEM image of the VO~2~ array after tilting to the surface normal. The individual nanowire shows a rectangular cross section, which is typical for VO~2~ nanowires grown on both silicon and c-plane sapphire substrates. Apart from the vertical growth of VO~2~ from the droplet templates, very few numbers of in-plane horizontally aligned nanowires can also be seen (marked by the dashed white arrows). Their presence could be a result of the unintentional growth at the second stage of the growth and would be investigated in detail during the following Raman spectroscopy analysis.

![Growth and structural analysis of epitaxial VO~2±δ~ array on r-plane sapphire.\
(**A**) Design schematics of the two-stage growth of the VO~2~ nanoforest using V~2~O~5~ droplets as template by varying the oxygen partial pressure and substrate temperature during the different stages. Insets show SEM images of the V~2~O~5~ droplets after the first stage (left), the newly nucleated VO~2~ nanowire (middle), and the nucleated VO~2~ nanowires with higher density (right). (**B**) Side view of the as-grown VO~2~ nanoforest with the inset being the top view. The top view reveals a rectangular cross section typical for VO~2~ nanowires. (**C** and **D**) Comparison of the VO~2~ growth without (C) and with (D) V~2~O~5~ template and two-stage process. The large difference in the density of nanowires and the decrease in the unwanted in-plane growth can be easily identified. Inset of (D), TEM image and diffraction pattern of a single VO~2~ nanowire. (**E**) Pole figure of the as-grown nanoforest. Only one asymmetric pole of (40$\overline{2}$) of VO~2~ at χ = 33° can be collected. The asymmetric pole is consistent with the oblique angle of the VO~2~ nanoforest and the angle between the c-plane and r-plane sapphire. The combining θ-2θ scan at the pole figure geometry shows that only one peak from VO~2~ exists. a.u., arbitrary units. Scale bars, 10 μm (A, left), 2 μm (A, middle), 5 μm (A, right), 40 μm (B), 10 μm (B, inset), 30 μm (C), 50 μm (D), and 1 μm (D, inset).](aar3679-F2){#F2}

With the two-step method mentioned above, it is also possible to control the nanowire size and density by adjusting the temperature in step 2. In general, as the substrate is moved closer to (or away from) the furnace center, the higher (lower) substrate temperature causes a smaller (larger) supersaturation that ends up with a less (more) dense nanoforest. The corresponding result is further shown in figs. S1 and S2. We can see that as the substrate temperature lowers, more in-plane growth other than the ones from template also appears, which is consistent with our nucleation hypothesis. [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} (C and D) illustrates the difference between the growth under conventional one-step pure argon ([Fig. 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) and that with the designed growth process ([Fig. 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The growth result in [Fig. 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"} has been the best we are able to obtain with one-step growth. It can be observed that apart from the huge density decrease of VO~2~ nanowires, a significant in-plane growth appears as well. The in-plane micron beams show generally a much darker contrast compared with that of the VO~2~, implying a much larger electrical conductivity, thus pointing to the possible formation of VO~2~ with a high concentration of oxygen vacancy. VO~2−δ~ can still be formed despite the use of V~2~O~5~ as a precursor due to the high oxygen loss at elevated temperature without extra oxygen supply. The previous research ([@R43]) involving the VO~*X*~ growth on r-plane sapphire at much lower temperature (\~900 K), also to some extent, avoids the formation of V^3+^, however, at a cost of very limited number of nanowires obtained and the large-scale forest morphology missing. In addition, the corresponding Raman study of the as-grown nanowire in this research showed a more predominant composition of V~2~O~5~ due to the lower growth temperature based on an early study differentiating VO~2~ and V~2~O~5~ nanowires ([@R44]). As a further confirmation of the crystal structure of the as-grown nanowire, electron diffraction (inset of [Fig. 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) in a transmission electron microscope (TEM) was performed on a single nanowire that reveals a rectangular pattern typical to the VO~2~ nanowire with \[001\] as the growth direction, (011) as the side facets, and ($20\overline{1}$) as the top facet. With this known, pole figure characterization with the θ-2θ configuration set to the ($40\overline{2}$) pole of VO~2~ was performed in [Fig. 2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"} because ($20\overline{1}$) is a forbidden diffraction. The resultant pole figure reveals a single, asymmetric pole at χ = 33°, identical to the SEM measurement. [Figure 2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"} also shows the θ-2θ symmetric scan at the sample geometry where the pole is collected. The scan presents a single ($40\overline{2}$) peak after the single-crystalline nature of the nanoforest array. The two other poles in [Fig. 2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"} with much reduced intensity each 90° in φ in relation with the primary pole can be assigned to the (320) poles of the same group of nanowires, and therefore, it is consistent with the single orientation of the nanowire forest. The x-ray pole figure analysis, which delivers more global information on the growth, also indicated a large-scale uniform growth of VO~2~ nanowire arrays exactly as anticipated in [Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}.

Characterization of the phase evolution of epitaxial VO~2±δ~ nanoforest
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Despite the diffraction study, the exact phase of the as-grown VO~2~ nanoforest is still undetermined because of the close lattice spacing among various possible phases. Thanks to the freestanding nature of the as-grown VO~2~ nanoforest, the compositional change ([@R42], [@R45]) becomes the only factor that is able to affect the phase change pathway. As per this consideration, [Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows a schematic phase diagram of VO~2~ with temperature and electron/hole doping as variables. With V~2~O~3~ (metallic at room temperature) and V~2~O~5~ (no MIT) as extreme cases, we can see that oxygen vacancies (electron doping) would decrease the MIT temperature and suppress the formation of other insulating phases such as M1 and T. Oxygen sufficiency (hole doping), on the other hand, would increase MIT temperature slightly and introduce the complicated M1-T-M2 insulating phase changes. The schematic lattice in each phase is also shown accompanied with the numeric values. It can be seen that the M2-R phase change produces the largest contraction along the *c* axis, thus being the most favorable candidate in our hybrid material design. Thanks to the previous systematic researches ([@R41], [@R44], [@R46], [@R47]) on the phase identification of various VO~2~ samples, it is found that Raman spectroscopy gives very distinctive responses to each of the VO~2~ phases mentioned above. In general, the transition from M1-T-M2 would entail a gradual right shift of Raman peak of the V-O A~1g~ mode from around 610 to 630 cm^−1^ and finally 650 cm^−1^ until the metallic rutile phase completely screens out the Raman signal. [Figure 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows the SEM image of the typical morphologies investigated in our study including the horizontally (A type) and vertically (B type) aligned VO~2~ nanowires. The nanowire obtained using the conventional method on SiO~2~/Si substrate was also used as a reference (not shown in the image). The resultant Raman spectra for all three cases are shown in [Fig. 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. It can be observed that compared with the M1 phase of nanowire grown on SiO~2~/Si substrate with the A~g~ vibrational peak ([@R48]) at 611 cm^−1^, the cases for A and B showed significant Raman shifts to higher frequencies (A, 630 cm^−1^; B, 650 cm^−1^). Consequently, an interesting conclusion is drawn for the two-step growth method that the as-grown horizontal nanowires are in the T phase, whereas the template-guided vertical nanowires are in the M2 phase. Considering the growth conditions, it is reasonable to deduce that because of the initial oxygen-rich V~2~O~5~ droplet, the VO~2~ nanowire grown from it always remains slightly oxygen sufficient (in other words, with vanadium vacancies), therefore rendering it M2 phase. On the other hand, the unintentional growth of horizontal nanowires remains in an intermediate T phase between M1 and M2 due to the lack of an oxygen-rich template at the first place. Nonetheless, the overall growth process (more oxygen in the first stage) still makes the type A nanowire slightly sufficient in oxygen compared with the one grown on SiO~2~/Si with pure argon and therefore produces the T phase for the A-type nanowire. The analysis above also rules out the possibility of Al-doping from substrate (otherwise, the horizontally aligned ones would have a more significant hole doping) into the VO~2~ nanowire, which could also result in a similar hole-doping phenomenon.

![Phase transition of defect-engineered epitaxial VO~2±δ~ forest by in situ Raman spectroscopy.\
(**A**) Binary phase diagram of VO~2~ with changing stoichiometry and temperature. Oxygen sufficiency and deficiency modulate the phase of VO~2~ and introduce new phases such as M2 and T. The schematics of the VO~2~ lattice for each phase and the change of V--V bond are depicted. (**B**) Magnified SEM image of the VO~2~ nanoforest showing two kinds of nanowire: horizontally aligned (type A) and vertically aligned (type B). Scale bar, 10 μm. (**C**) Raman spectra of the two types of nanowires previously described (blue and red) and also the ones grown on SiO~2~/Si (black) as a reference. The three types of nanowire are in three different phases that can be identified by the V-O A~g~ vibrational mode. (**D**) Temperature-dependent Raman spectra of the type B VO~2~ nanoforest. The as-grown nanowire undergoes a T-M2-R phase transition in the temperature window investigated.](aar3679-F3){#F3}

To further validate our phase change hypothesis of the nanowire, we carried out a temperature-dependent Raman characterization of the vertically aligned (type B) nanowire, and the results are shown in [Fig. 3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. At higher temperature (\~353 K), the nanowire lost most of the Raman signal and was converted into the metallic rutile phase. Although at lower temperature, a gradual blue shift of the peak to the T phase can be observed. For a relatively large temperature window, the coexistence of two phases can be seen, which is typical for phase change materials. Both the slight increase of MIT temperature and the M2-T transition at lower temperature fit very well with the hole-doped VO~2~ phase diagram drawn in [Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. Therefore, from the Raman characterization, we show that the designed growth not only results in a highly dense VO~2~ nanowire array but also ends up with VO~2~ of a different phase compared to conventional methods. The M2-phase VO~2~ nanowire array is better suited for a strain engineering purpose for a larger lattice constant variation at MIT. To further validate our hypothesis, we deposited a 50-nm-thick amorphous BaTiO~3~ layer by room temperature radio frequency (RF) sputtering onto the as-grown M2-phase VO~2~ nanoforest, as shown in fig. S3, where the core-shell structure can be easily seen. Whereas the TEM characterization still reveals the VO~2~ shell to be single crystalline (fig. S4); the corresponding Raman spectroscopy at room temperature in fig. S5 shows a significant red shift to the T phase VO~2~. Considering the freestanding nature of VO~2~ nanowire and the geometry of RF sputtering, as BaTiO~3~ is deposited only on one side of the nanowire, a cantilever-like setup is formed. The nanowire would become bent if a significant strain exists in VO~2~. If significant strain exists because BaTiO~3~ is thin compared to VO~2~, then the strain states would include both compressive and tensile depending on the side of the nanowire, and the Raman spectrum (the laser spot in Raman spectroscopy characterization is larger than the diameter of the nanowire) would show both blue and red shifts. Because only a red shift of the Raman spectrum is observed, the Raman peak shift is thus unlikely due to strain imposed with the deposition of BaTiO~3~, which is likely negligible considering its relative thickness to VO~2~'s diameter. Furthermore, from both SEM and TEM images shown in fig. S3 (B and C), the demanded bending reflecting significant strain states was not observed. The evidence above suggest that the shift in the Raman spectrum does not come from the depositional strain of VO~2~. Rather, we suggest that this can be understood by the stronger oxygen capturing capability of Ti^4+^ to balance the stoichiometric ratio of VO~2~ to be less oxygen sufficient ([@R49]). That is to say, compared with V--O bond in VO~2~, the Ti--O bond in BaTiO~3~ is stronger, so that when BaTiO~3~ is deposited on VO~2~, the oxygen-deficient nature of BaTiO~3~ and the already existing VO~2+δ~ will balance their oxygen stoichiometry so that oxygen diffuses from VO~2+δ~ to BaTiO~3~. We attribute the broadening to the possible existence of two phases because the oxygen transfer may be incomplete.

Strain engineering using VO~2±δ~ at a heterogeneous interface with halide perovskite
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

With the acquisition of the defect-engineered epitaxial VO~2~ nanoforest, we move a step forward to demonstrate the concept of strain engineering in a model heterogeneous crystal---halide perovskite. In addition to its completely different chemistry and structure from VO~2~ and promising optoelectronic/emerging physical properties, halide perovskite's strain-modified phase diagram has been recently revealed experimentally by a high-pressure study ([@R50]). Finally, halide perovskite has been shown carrying very low shear moduli ([@R24]) (for example, 5.9 GPa for CsPbBr~3~), suggesting that a relatively low elastic stress could induce significant strain. All these make this type of crystal a great model material to study in strain engineering. To fully reveal the fundamental physics behind the halide perovskite/VO~2~ hybrid material carrying heterogeneous interfaces, we transfer the VO~2~ nanowires onto the mica/NaCl substrate and grow single-crystalline CsPbBr~3~ flakes on the nanowires under a relatively low nucleation rate.

The nanowires have been transferred onto mica/NaCl the same way as the transfer of them onto the TEM grid. By gently pressing the VO~2~/sapphire on another substrate, a large number of nanowires can be transferred. Although the nanowire has been epitaxially grown on the r-plane sapphire substrate, the unique tilted growth geometry determines that the nanowire is more freestanding-like than tightly bonded to the substrate. Therefore, the transfer process will not affect the crystallinity or the phase of nanowire. The TEM image and diffraction pattern in [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} show that the transferred nanowire does not have any damage or change to the crystallinity. Moreover, the phase modulation of VO~2~ in our case is realized by the oxygen stoichiometry instead of external strain; therefore, the phase of VO~2~ is not supposed to be changed by transfer either. The transfer of the nanowires away from the sapphire substrate is intended to create an atmosphere that is friendly for the growth of halide perovskite on both mica and NaCl, depending on our previous understanding on the perovskite growth ([@R51], [@R52]). To be more precise, we found that the nucleation and wetting of halide perovskite are favorable only on certain substrates \[mica ([@R52]), NaCl ([@R53]), and SrTiO~3~([@R54])\]. On the contrary, conventional substrates, such as oxides (including VO~2~), do not have a good wetting. Therefore, direct growth of CsPbBr~3~ on tilted VO~2~ nanowire on sapphire is relatively challenging so far, and only a minimal amount of growth can be achieved. To solve this problem, we transfer the VO~2~ nanowire to a more perovskite-friendly substrate so that the overall nucleation can be facilitated. Hence, the chance for CsPbBr~3~ to nucleate on VO~2~ also increases. The transfer process does prove to help the overall growth because we see that an entire flake can now be grown on a VO~2~ beam (fig. S6C). Hypothetically, with the CsPbBr~3~/VO~2~ hybrid material, the semiconducting halide perovskite is supposed to undergo an abrupt compressive strain at the MIT temperature of VO~2~. The compressive strain, depending on the value, would significantly affect the lattice and electronic structure of the perovskite, and the strain effect is shown schematically in [Fig. 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. According to the previous report ([@R50], [@R55], [@R56]), a moderate compressive strain would contract the Pb--X bond and entail a red shift of the bandgap, whereas upon further increasing the strain value, the PbX~4~ octahedron undergoes relative rotation and ends up with a buckling of the X--Pb--X bonding angle, which affects the overlapping of the electron cloud and would, by contrast, increase the bandgap. Consistent with the previous indexing of the two phases of the methylammonium (MA) perovskite ([@R50]), we name the original phase of CsPbBr~3~ as α and the new phase under compressive strain as β. To better visualize the hybrid material, we chose relatively large VO~2~ microbeams and also a relatively thick CsPbBr~3~ flake where the domain structure can easily be observed. Figure S6 (A and B) shows the growth of CsPbBr~3~ flakes on VO~2~, where the square-like morphology of the CsPbBr~3~ ensures the single crystallinity of the crystal. As shown by fig. S6A, bright photoluminescence (PL) can still be observed as a 405-nm laser is focused onto a small CsPbBr~3~ crystallite. Despite the submicron size, with the aid of the shape of the bright PL spot, we can still observe the square morphology. The temperature-dependent phase change of the hybrid material (VO~2~ outlined by the yellow line and CsPbBr~3~ by the black line when the sample is at 297 K) is shown in [Fig. 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. CsPbBr~3~ nanowires can also be grown on thinner VO~2~ nanowires, as shown by fig. S6C. With increasing temperature, the metallic domains of VO~2~ (highlighted by letter R, and the domain wall is outlined by the red line) gradually appear even at the location where CsPbBr~3~ is grown. Note that for [Fig. 4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, the phase transition of VO~2~ seems to be M1-R without the M2 phase observed previously, derived on the basis of the acute angle of the domain boundary ([@R57]). Basically, an M1-R domain wall will end up with an acute angle, whereas an M2-R domain wall will end up with a right angle. We attribute the phenomena to two possible causes: (i) The presence of a coating layer at high growth temperature provides additional constraint to VO~2~. During the cooling process of the growth of perovskite, the presence of coating would hinder VO~2~'s transition from metallic to insulating and produce a surface compressive strain (because the lattice expands from metallic to insulating for VO~2~). According to the phase diagram in [Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, a compressive strain would lower the MIT temperature and eliminate the M2 phase. (ii) The high growth temperature of perovskite in vacuum may result in oxygen loss that balances the stoichiometric ratio of VO~2~. Nonetheless, the MIT phase transition can still be observed and how it modulates the optical properties of perovskite will be further revealed in [Fig. 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}.

![Strain engineering of heterogeneous soft crystals via VO~2±δ~.\
(**A**) Schematics showing the structural change of the halide perovksite upon compressive strain. With increasing compressive strain, a phase change (α to β) with the relative octahedral rotation will occur. The phase transition of perovskite will end up with a larger bandgap that is contradictory to the trend of the conventional Pb-X contraction in the α phase. The indexing of the two phases is based on the previous study on MA-based perovskite ([@R50]). (**B**) Optical image of the VO~2~/CsPbBr~3~ hybrid material with changing temperature. Despite the existence of the growth layer, the appearance of the metallic domain (marked by letter R) and their propagation with increasing temperature can still be observed. Scale bar, 10 μm. (**C**) Temperature-dependent PL spectra of the CsPbBr~3~ crystal grown on VO~2~ where an abnormal PL shift and peak splitting can be observed at the MIT of VO~2~. This CsPbBr~3~ flake under investigation is a small crystallite instead of the large flake shown in (B). (**D**) Similar temperature-dependent PL spectra of a mixed CsPbBr~3−*x*~Cl~*x*~ crystal on VO~2~. The same abnormal PL red shift at the MIT of VO~2~ can be observed, whereas the PL shift trend returns to normal after the MIT transition, as indicated by the dashed arrows.](aar3679-F4){#F4}

[Figure 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows the temperature-dependent PL change of the small crystallite in fig. S6A where the PL peak position initially blue shifts (from 513 to 507 nm) with increasing temperature until 338 K where an abrupt split of peaks (488 and 525 nm) is observed. PL is chosen as a primary tool for detecting the strain in halide perovskite instead of the Raman spectrum due to the soft vibrational bonds and the indistinctive Raman signal at high temperature for halide perovskite. The initial blue shift is consistent with the temperature-dependent bandgap change nature of the perovskite family, whereas the sudden change at 338 K is largely unusual. We attribute the low energy peak at 338 K to be a result of the compressive strain--induced red shift of α-phase perovskite and the high energy peak to be the result of the β phase. In other words, the MIT in VO~2~ induces a strain large enough to trigger another phase transition in the perovskite to enable a coexistence of both α and β phases. In addition, from the pure blue shift from 298 to 328 K caused by thermal expansion and the previous study on the linear thermal expansion coefficient of CsPbBr~3~ ([@R24]), we are able to determine the shift of bandgap to be around 84.3 meV for each percentage of strain (that is, the deformation potential is 8.43 eV). In that case, the abrupt red shift of 83.8 meV in bandgap for the α phase at MIT corresponds to \~1.0% of compressive strain. The value is very close to the contraction of VO~2~ along the *c* axis when the MIT happens. For some other small crystallites such as the case in [Fig. 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, we only observe the β phases (or a strained α phase) as a result of MIT (fig. S7). As the flake grows thicker, the strain transfer at MIT becomes less efficient, and only the red shift of the α phase can be seen, as shown in fig. S8. In addition, we notice that if we increase the nucleation rate, then a fully covered CsPbBr~3~/VO~2~ hybrid material can be obtained as well, only at a cost of smaller straining effect due to the larger thickness and probably decreased crystallinity (fig. S9). [Figure 4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"} continues to show the temperature-dependent PL of a CsPbBr~3−*x*~Cl~*x*~-mixed halide perovskite grown on VO~2~. The alloying of Cl is realized by partially evaporating the NaCl substrate during the growth process. It can be seen that apart from the overall blue shift of PL peaks due to Cl alloying, an abnormal red shift at 328 to 338 K is also present that is the direct consequence of MIT of VO~2~. As another solid proof for the MIT-induced strain engineering at an even higher temperature, the PL peak returns to the normal shift trend that solely comes from thermal expansion. We also note that the intensity decrease is different for the case of CsPbBr~3~ and CsPbBr~*x*~Cl~3−*x*~, with a more significant decrease in the former. The reduction in PL intensity is typical for all semiconductors at higher temperature because the intensity usually decreases exponentially with temperature. We believe that the difference in the decay of the CsPbBr~3~ and CsPbBr~*x*~Cl~3−*x*~ case is a result of the crystal size. The CsPbBr~3~ in [Fig. 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"} is a small crystallite that has the most strain transfer efficiency (we see the β phase). Therefore, when metallic VO~2~ forms, the photogenerated carriers will be possibly quenched to a large extent by the VO~2~, thus causing the more significant decrease in PL intensity. For the CsPbBr~*x*~Cl~3−*x*~ case, however, the crystal is larger and thicker than that of CsPbBr~3~. As a result, the strain transfer is less efficient (β phase cannot be reached), and the PL quenching is less significant, leading to a less decreased PL intensity. The strain engineering on CsPbBr~3−*x*~Cl~*x*~ also shows that the VO~2~ can be used broadly as a substrate for dynamic strain engineering with minor limitation on the lattice constant. The cases of CsPbBr~3~ and CsPbBr~3−*x*~Cl~*x*~ together show that VO~2~ and halide perovskite can form a heterogeneous interface that can be effectively used as a means of strain engineering. To better validate all of our observations, we conducted a control experiment of temperature-dependent PL of halide perovskites flake (CsPbBr~3~ and CsPbBr~*x*~Cl~3−*x*~), as shown in fig. S10. In both cases, we observed a uniform blue shift of PL peak with increasing temperature, which is consistent with the common observation of halide perovskite, thus serving as a good control experiment of the results presented in [Fig. 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. We also rule out the possibility of the higher energy PL peak in [Fig. 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"} resulting from degradation at higher temperature. Our control experiment shows very well that both kinds of halide perovskite are very stable up to 373 K without any sign of degradation in PL signal. The control experiment of CsPbBr~3~ was performed in an order that the flake was heated to 398 K to obtain the first spectrum and then gradually cooled down to room temperature. The flake did not show any sign of degradation after heating. Moreover, the creation of β phase perovskite is only seen in some but not all strain engineering cases, although for all cases, the temperature is raised to the same high level. This indicates that it is the different strain transfer value from VO~2~ rather than degradation that causes some halide perovskite to go to β phase. As a final proof for nondegradation, most halide perovskites on VO~2~ show an abrupt red shift of PL at the MIT of VO~2~, a shift in opposite direction to the possible degradation of CsPbBr~3~.

DISCUSSION
==========

The presence of \~1% strain and the emergence of both structural and optical phase transitions in halide perovskite under this strain value caused by VO~2~'s MIT suggest that substantial strain engineering is possible in the material, which forms an incoherent heterogeneous interface with the host substrate. Despite the significant strain value observed, it is still yet to be revealed how the strain is transferred between a heterogeneous interface between two totally dissimilar materials, and a more fundamental understanding is also needed on the quantitative correlation among the mechanical properties, interface, and the effectiveness of the strain transfer. With this knowledge, it would then be possible to apply the idea to other material systems that are equally technically important and strain-sensitive.

In conclusion, we have, for the first time, achieved the epitaxial growth of a defect-engineered VO~2±δ~ nanowire array and demonstrated strain-induced structural and optical phase transitions in halide perovskite under significant strain enabled by VO~2±δ~'s MIT out of heterogeneous interface. The stoichiometric defect is taken advantage of to engineer the phase transition pathway of the as-grown VO~2±δ~, which could yield a more abrupt lattice contraction at MIT. The fundamental understanding on the growth kinetics of VO~2±δ~ would shed light on the nanowire synthesis technique involving low vapor pressure metals where the VLS method does not apply. By synthesizing soft halide perovskite CsPbBr~3~ onto VO~2~, we showed that by using the MIT of VO~2~, a dynamical strain as significant as \~1% can be readily achieved, which is large enough for the perovskite itself to undergo a PbX~6~ octahedral tilting--associated structural/optical phase transition. The successful demonstration of the epitaxial phase transition nanowire array suggests an alternative solution to nanocomposites in enabling bulk strain. The study indicates a promising route toward straining heterogeneous materials with the absence of coherent interface.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Chemical vapor deposition synthesis of VO~2~ nanoforest
-------------------------------------------------------

V~2~O~5~ powder (99%; Sigma-Aldrich) was placed in a furnace heating center with the heating temperature controlled at around 1143 K. r-Plane sapphire after acetone-ethanol--deionized water cleaning was placed in the downstream about 5 cm away from the precursor. Before deposition, the base pressure of the system was pumped to 0.5 torr, after which 100 standard cubic centimeter per minute (SCCM) of oxygen/argon (20:80%) mixture gas was flowed to maintain the pressure at 1 torr before deposition. The chamber temperature rose from room temperature to the deposition temperature rapidly in 15 min. The first stage of the deposition process lasted for 30 min, after which 100 SCCM of pure argon was flowed for another 5 min, during which the furnace temperature was maintained at 1123 K. The furnace was then quenched down to around 473 K before the r-plane sapphire substrates were taken out.

Chemical vapor deposition synthesis of inorganic halide perovskite CsPbBr~3~ on VO~2~
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Powdered cesium bromide (CsBr; 99%; Sigma-Aldrich) was placed in the furnace heating center with the heating temperature controlled at around 773 K, whereas lead(II) bromide (PbBr~2~; 99%; Sigma-Aldrich) was placed about 10 cm away from the cesium halide in the upper stream due to its lower melting point. Mica/freshly cleaved NaCl substrates with mechanically transferred VO~2~ nanowires were placed in the downstream about 10 cm away from the heating zone. The deposition of halide perovskite was performed at a pressure of 160 torr for 15 min.

Microscopy characterization
---------------------------

Morphology of the halide perovskite/VO~2~ hybrid material was characterized by a Nikon Eclipse Ti-S inverted optical microscope. TEM JEOL JEM-2010 was used to characterize the crystallographic information of the VO~2~. SEM FEI Versa 3D was used for characterizing the VO~2~ nanoforest growth and understanding its growth mechanism.

Raman spectroscopy characterization, Raman, and PL mapping
----------------------------------------------------------

Vibrational modes of the VO~2~ nanoforest with different phases were obtained from Raman spectra collected using a Witec alpha300 confocal Raman microscope with an excitation source of continuous wave (cw) 532 nm under magnification of ×100. The temperature-dependent Raman spectra were obtained from a Renishaw Raman microscope with a cw 514-nm laser with an objective lens of 50×. The control of the temperature was performed by using a cryostat.

Photoluminescence characterization
----------------------------------

The PL characterization was performed via a customized PL system consisting of a Picoquant 405-nm pulsed laser with a 2-mW power, the same optical microscope that focuses the laser via a 50× objective lens, a Princeton Instruments SP-2358 spectrograph, and a Thorlabs 4 Megapixel Monochrome Scientific CCD (charge-coupled device) Camera.

Temperature-dependent PL characterization
-----------------------------------------

Temperature-dependent PL was carried out by hooking the sample in an INSTEC HCS302 microscope cryostat that can tune the temperature by a MK2000 temperature controller. The cryostat was put under the microscope to get the PL spectrum at each temperature.

X-ray diffraction and pole figure characterization
--------------------------------------------------

X-ray diffraction characterization was conducted with a Bruker D8 Discover x-ray diffractometer (Cu Kα = 1.54 Å). A θ-2θ scan was collected with a 0.1-mm incident beam slit and a 0.2-mm detector slit to achieve high resolution. Pole figures were collected with beam and detector slits of both 0.6 mm to maximize signal intensity. During pole figure collection, θ and 2θ were fixed for the targeted reflection, whereas polar angle (χ) was increased from 0° to 88° with 1° increment. At each χ, the azimuthal (φ) angle was swept from 0° to 358° with a step size of 2°.
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fig. S1. SEM image of VO~2~ nanoforest obtained at lower substrate temperature during the second stage of growth.

fig. S2. SEM image of VO~2~ nanoforest obtained at a higher substrate temperature during the second stage of growth.

fig. S3. SEM and TEM image of VO~2~ nanoforest coated with BaTiO~3~ by room temperature RF sputtering.

fig. S4. TEM characterization of the VO~2~-BaTiO~3~ core-shell structure.

fig. S5. Raman spectra of the pristine VO~2~ nanowire (black) and the VO~2~ nanowire coated with BaTiO~3~.

fig. S6. Optical microscope image of single-crystalline CsPbBr~3~ flake on VO~2~.

fig. S7. Temperature-dependent PL spectra of a small crystallite on a thin (\~200 nm in diameter) VO~2~ nanowire.

fig. S8. Temperature-dependent PL spectra of a CsPbBr~3~ flake with larger thickness on a VO~2~ micron beam.

fig. S9. Temperature-dependent PL spectra of a VO~2~ nanowire completely coated with CsPbBr~3~.

fig. S10. Temperature-dependent PL spectra of CsPbBr~*x*~Cl~3−*x*~ and CsPbBr~3~ flakes on mica as a control experiment for halide perovskite/VO~2~ hybrid structure.
